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PROLOGUE 

 

OUTSIDE 

 

Gibson: I am alone in the black. Below me, a million strands of light skip with data, blue and white, like a vast 

spider’s web humming with motion. The net is alive, even at this hour, and this is just homes and small 

companies here in Toulouse. I decipher the routines: email and music, vid-bits and late-night purchases, 

transfers and automated memos. Nothing exciting. I spy lime green flashes around the business nodes; 

crackers riding the lines, probing for holes. They creep along and hop from strand to strand, pounce, flare, and 

vanish. I watch them until I get bored, which isn’t very long. They never do anything new; just re-script packet 

sniffers to snatch numbers or names. Besides, they’re slow, much slower than me. The staff all says I’m the 

fastest yet. 

Big, bright shapes sparkle in the distance. On my level, I can see the giant honeycomb structures of 

other corporations, the red military nets, and the tangled green branches of the government. They pulse and 

twirl, and it makes me want to leave, to explore, but I can’t. Dr. Evans says I’ll go soon enough. He seems sad 

when he looks at me lately. I’m going to look through his files and try to find out why. 

I got another headache and couldn’t sleep, second night in a row. There are no more pain tabs in the 

med-station upstairs, and no one’s here in the lab to talk to. The security guards aren’t even allowed in my 

area. I keep remembering what Dr. Evans said about my final trials next week, how directors from the Head 

Office would be coming and I need to be at my best. I hope I don’t have a headache then. 

I wanted to walk out on the plaza, but all the doors are locked for the night, so I jacked in and left 

through the messaging system. I’m not going to tell them about the hole; it’s my escape hatch. They’d only 

close it, and then I’d be stuck here on nights like this, and watching takes my mind off the pain. Besides, I’m 

outside now, at least in some sense. 

I’m still not sleepy, so for now, I’ll stay in the lab Grid. I’m going to tap into the security cameras and 

follow the guards. I make it a game to see which one finishes his rounds first. 
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ONE 

 

LIKE CIGARETTES 

Dawson-Hull Conglomerate Regional Offices. London, England. New European Union. 2:18 a.m. Day One. 

 

e wasn’t going to make it. His mind kept nagging him with that fact, but a primal part much deeper inside 

snarled back and kept him running anyway. The slip-in had been so smooth too, everything going flawlessly 

right up to the last seconds of the download. 

It should have been a simple loot and scoot: prep work for some other mission. They’d even received 

Tier Two pass codes that let the four of them voodoo through the building’s security like wily ghosts. Floor 

plans brought them straight to the mainframe hub. They’d been told exactly where to search there too, and 

after a crypto-crack and a quick cable to the terminal, they watched the flash drive fill up and passed a smile 

around in the stillness. The buzz of easy money. But someone in D-H Cyber-Division must have strung a 

tripwire in the transfer executable, because right at ninety-seven percent an alarm went off, the thick dark 

exploded, and a perfectly good break-in was shot to hell. 

Now the air quivered with sirens and every light in the complex glared stark phosphorus. The 

freelancer was alone, flying through the maze of offices back the way he’d come, his world compacted by the 

tyranny of rage and fear. 

He’d jabbed all his speed-stiks at once, and the adrenaline cocktail hit him like a freight train. 

Everything tumbled together in a rabid blur: steel gates slamming down over windows, the drop and swivel of 

ceiling turrets, nightshift guards shouting, popping out in front of him like cartoon targets in a kill house. He 

focused on them long enough to double-tap holes in their tailored uniforms, then ducked, weaved, rolled and 

ran on. 

The intimate dead urged him on, raw in his mind. Riko buried under a wave of first response spider 

‘bots; Mahoud shredded by flechettes, choking on his own blood. Even Daffid, so cool and precise, had bought 

him these last seconds, pushing him through a kill sack before he ended up spattered all over the lower 

parking level. Lives stubbed out like cigarettes, littered in a trail behind him. He was the only one left. 

H 



Somewhere in another hallway, his brain reminded him about the U.A.V. The mission contract 

stipulated that his team had the stealth drone circling overhead for the duration, ready to relay the files once 

they got clear. Talk about a clue. It had been the first item on the load-out list. Corporate pass codes or no, 

whoever hired them hadn’t counted on a clean getaway. They’d been so right. 

A squeeze on the trigger folded up another guard, then the click, click, click of an empty magazine 

registered in his mind. Now even his ammo was gone. 

What’s the use? his brain nagged again. But there was twenty-five million on his flash drive, and the 

contract stated no files—no funds. Four minutes ago, he’d wondered what was worth so much, but now all he 

wanted was to get outside so it could be passed to whoever was up next in this horror show. The data pad was 

blue-toothed to the drone, but he got no signal inside the building. He needed clear sky, so he kept running. 

He darted down a sharp left, bouncing off the walls. He was almost there. At least Mira and the kids 

would get five percent, plus benefits. 

The final stretch was empty, and for a second, he imagined he’d actually survive. He almost laughed, 

but his lungs were heaving, his muscles burning out on the ragged edges of the chemical overkill. As he burst 

through the basement double doors onto the service road, he instinctively looked up for the drone he knew 

he couldn’t see. The night sky was littered with stars, and the air was heavy with the reek of garbage and bio-

diesel. 

Someone shouted, but he didn’t stop. He was out. 

Still at full speed, he raised his arm and thumbed the “Send” button. He saw police lights, men braced 

behind car doors, their helmets silhouetted against the muzzle flashes. Rounds tore through him, but they 

were too late. He heard the electronic bleat and knew the machine valkyrie was bearing the files onward. He 

did laugh then, deep and wet. He’d made it. 

Tri-bursts scoured his body, punching his forward motion back until it stopped in jerks and shudders. 

He tumbled to the asphalt. Blood was running now. The freelancer lay there, looking up as every ounce of 

overdue pain came crowding in. It was finished. He saw the sky, the stars, and thought of Mira. Then 

everything winked out. 

  



 

 

TWO 

 

FULL INTRUSION PACKAGE 

In the sky over French airspace, New European Union. 2:37 a.m. Same night. 

 

roning. Engines droning and the hiss of stratosphere outside the compartment always made me sleepy. 

Soldiers sleep anywhere, anytime. I guess if you do anything for long enough, any familiar sound can become 

a lullaby. Tam and I knew this Bulgarian in the Balkans who had nodded off in his foxhole just before an attack. 

He slept through the whole firefight. Not a scratch on him either. He got pulped the next day when the AI on 

one of our drones failed to recognize his IFF tags. Bad mojo, but still… 

A gust of turbulence rocked the suborbital. 

I opened one eye. It was dark. Tam was still at the command and control station, waiting. I heard his 

boots shift on the steel decking. The crew of Eshu International had been on standby, contracted for the 

second phase of a possible mission. If he got the green light, we’d only have a three-minute jump window. 

There was a lot of money on hold in this contract, and if the mystery crew botched the first stage, we wouldn’t 

see any of it. Too many moving parts made Tam edgy. He wasn’t keen on missing a payday and losing face 

with corporate sponsors. 

I looked back to see the green cast of the holo-display on his face. The black Mitsubishi sneak suit 

absorbed the light and made his glowing head look like a bakemono ghost had floated in from the 

netherworld to haunt the transport. 

Christ, I needed more sleep. 

“Jace.”  

I opened my other eye. “Yeah?” 

“They prepped back there?” The head nodded toward the cargo compartment. 

“Of course. Jeeze, Tam, not like we haven’t done this before. Been wheels up every night for a week 

waiting on a go.” 

“Corp dime—Corp time. They promise payments like this, I’ll do it as long as they like.” 

“That sounds dirty.” 

D 



He laughed. “Call me easy. Better than getting shot at.” 

“I read that.” I shut my eyes again. Then I opened them. “So those authorizations are real?” 

“The money?” Tam stayed focused on the displays. “Yep, they’re real. Triple mission rates, even 

equipment reimbursements and bonuses. Rao thought it was a U.N. phish at first.” 

I let out a low whistle. “You know what they say about ‘too good to be true’, right? 

Tam looked up at me. “Yeah. Yeah I do. Our backup gear is still onboard, right? Tell me you brought our 

gear.” 

“Yes, mother. It’s in the back. I’ll need sixty seconds once the ramp drops.” I settled back to doze again. 

“Probably a no-go tonight too. If you’re still worried, I can do a search when we get back. Find out who’s 

footing the bill. If it is an UNdie sting, their fingerprints are out there on the net.” 

“Nah.” His ghost head smiled. “Your web-fu is Amish. I already said something to Poet. He’s on it.” 

“Amish? Ha, funny, ha. I don’t know why they say Koreans lost their sense of humor.” I closed my eyes 

for a third time, hoping it was for good until we landed back in Belfast. “If there’s a data trail leading back to 

the Security Council, Poet9 will sniff it out.” 

“Rao says all signs point to Tokyo, which is good, because it’s been months since we’ve seen any action 

from them.” 

“Contract like this, seems like they’re making up for lost time,” I noted. 

“Absence makes the heart grow fonder. Besides, not like there’s a pile of other outfits that could pull 

this run off. They need us. And if what the contract brief says is true,” I could hear the smile in Tam’s voice, 

“after we deliver, I’ll be packing my bags for that vacation.” 

“You and your vacation,” I grunted. 

“Gotta have goals. I hear Belize is nice.” 

“Nope. Shining Path hit it last month with the Marburg virus. Still a Q’d zone.” 

“Hell. What about Disneystan then? Some of the resorts are secluded. Separate from the parks.” 

“You want secluded, you’re better off with Cancun or Cozumel.” 

“Well sure,” Tam snorted, “If Rao can grease us past the North American Border Grid. Clearances are 

hard to come by.” 

I shifted around, trying to find a vaguely comfortable position. “Jaithirth Rao is Mr. Wizard. He can do 

anything. Just follow that yellow brick road.” 

Ten seconds later. “Jace?” 

I opened one eye again. “Yes, Tam?” 

“Go back and make sure Poet and the Triplets are all set. Just in case.” 

“Just in case,” I echoed, getting to my feet. 



The back compartment was bathed in ruby half-light and hard shadows. Our gear was perched on skids 

waiting patiently for the jaw of the drop ramp to open. Tam had made us bring all three of our Raytheon 

“Whisper” remotes. They were top-grade surveillance drones; I could see the tiny green status lights winking. 

Multiple sensor lenses peeked out from under the blue-black wing shapes like the shining eyes of ravens. 

Between the drones, our Mitsubishi armor, and a full ECM suite, it was obvious the sudden corporate largess 

hadn’t allayed Tam’s trust issues just yet. Freelance teams had been left out in the cold before, and no one 

wanted their beneficiaries haggling with the pond scum from legal over the fine print of a contract’s death 

clause. 

Poet and the Triplets were huddled together. The small Mexican was saying something, and the three 

hulking soldiers were repeating after him. I stood there for a moment and watched. 

Devante Peres, or Poet9, as he liked to be called, was our Splicer. Born and raised in the Mexico City 

Sprawl, he cobbled his first deck from dump parts when he was eleven, hot-lining the public access for the 

next six years. He became something of a slumdog celebrity making candy runs: tracing deadbeats for dealers, 

wiping police files for MS-13 and La Eme. 

Then one sweltering night one his seventeenth birthday, he jacked in and went poking around the Ixe 

Grupo Financiero domain. Somehow, he managed to spoof his way in through the foreign currency exchange. 

He later said it was sheer luck, crank, and tequila. Now if he’d stayed calm, been smart, he might have gotten 

away with it, but with all those dólares floating around, the barrio punk, he treated it like a smash and grab. 

He siphoned off a hundred million, tagged gang code everywhere, and ran. Loud and sloppy, I.G.F. counter-

intrusion tagged him in minutes and traced him back to his cinderblock hut. They kicked the door in the next 

morning. During the interrogation, the lead security officer saw past the gang tats, acne scars, and cheap bling 

and gave him an option: life in a Mexican prison or an entry-level desk in their firewall department. He took 

the job, got a twenty-year indenture, and wound up with a Cybernetic Interface Unit wet-wired to his cortex. 

The Triplets were a different story. Our team’s gunboys, they were Pretoria Series Seven combat 

clones, and the last remnants of General N’kosa Mambi’s fever dream of an African empire. Gene-modded to 

their eyeballs, literally, Mambi’s scientists had ramped up the stock soldier template until they broke it, 

reducing mental capacity to autistic levels and introducing albinism into the sequence. But that was fine by the 

general’s syphilitic racist logic. The extremely Causasian Series Seven clones had only two imperatives: total 

loyalty and killing with startling efficiency. They were lethal savants, and the general fed thousands of his new 

shock troops into the savage brush wars. Under his command, they slaughtered everything in their path and 

burned through the surrounding Sub-Saharan nations for almost two years until E.U. forces brought the 

hammer down. 

After the battle of Victoria Falls, all Series Sevens were declared illegal. Every one they could find was 



rounded up and executed, their bodies burned by the hundreds in deep, slit trenches. Veterans say the veldt 

around the Zambezi River smoldered for weeks. Somehow, these three Series Sevens had stayed hidden and 

alive until Tam found them and smuggled them out on an old friend’s boat. 

They’d never been given names, so we called them Flopsy, Mopsy, and Cottontail, our killer bunnies. 

Now every time our resident doctor, Ibram Kalahani, came around, he’d say, “Death awaits you all with nasty, 

big, pointy teeth.” He’d then laugh to himself for minutes. He still hadn’t told us what was so funny. 

My boot hit the door kick plate and all four heads swiveled my way. 

“Hey, boss,” Poet sang out. 

“Hi, boss,” the Triplets called in unison. 

“I’m not the boss. Mr. Tam’s the boss.” I frowned at Poet. “You’re not teaching them Spanish again, are 

you?” 

He threw up his hands. “Just a couple things. All tactical stuff, I swear.” 

“You swear is right. Doc Kalahani will have your balls in a vise, you teach them any more. He’s still mad 

about Lisbon.” 

Poet laughed. “Buenas épocas!” 

“Good times.” The three big soldiers thumped their fists on their thighs. 

I shook my head. “Tam sent me back here to make sure we’re good to go tonight. Are we?” 

“Same as all the other nights.” The little Mexican tapped the C.I.U. on the left side of his head. The gray 

electronics were partially hidden under a knit cap, but the “Brain Box’s” awkward angles made the graft look 

like a geometric contusion. “I’ve got the Whispers slaved on a high-band channel on our heads-up-displays. 

Anyone of us can access their camera views on the helmet visors. And they’ll start singing loud and proud if 

anyone violates our space.” He threw me a sly grin. “Seven flights so far and you still haven’t told me what 

we’re stealing.” 

“Who said anything about stealing?” I smiled back. 

“Jace, mano, it’s got to be a big party, or...” he waved a hand at our drones, the racked weapons, our 

H.A.L.O. drop rigs, then placed it solemnly on his Mitsu’s armored chestplate, “...we wouldn’t be bringing all 

our toys.” 

“Asian Pacific wants us to jump on some labs in Toulouse,” I explained. “Some other crew is supposed 

to squirt pass codes and schematics up to us, but we don’t know exactly when. That’s why we’ve been in the 

air every night. Tam’s up front still waiting.” 

“But we must be picking up a souvenir while we visit, right?” 

I pondered before answering. “We’re after an N3,” I finally added. 

He raised his eyebrows at me. 



“I know, I know… but the mission brief states the Brits actually developed one. It says these labs 

actually have a working prototype.” 

“Horseshit,” he observed. 

“Mierda del caballo!” three deep voices boomed in unison. The albino giants looked over at me, big 

expectant grins on their faces. I burst out laughing, but Poet9 was still serious. 

“The Nanotech Neural Network is a myth, Jace. Can’t be done. The human body rejects the little 

machine bastards. Madre de Dios, this thing almost killed me.” He tapped his C.I.U. again. “Everybody and 

their cousin had lab geeks running R and D for years. The bank even looked into it. Every one of those projects 

flat-lined. All they got was bloated bodies.” Poet9 shook his head. 

“Well, Rao says someone on high in the Asian Pacific executive is fronting our little expedition. From 

the money being thrown around, it looks like whoever that diamyo is, he’s a true believer.” 

Poet9 sat back with a grunt. “Fine. As long as they pay up when we come back empty-handed and say I 

told you so.” 

“We say that, we might not get paid anything. And Tam wants that vacation,” I told him. 

“Still with the vacation?” 

“He’ll get it someday.” I turned to leave. “I’ll tell him we’re ready.” 

“As always,” Poet9 called out. 

Tam was standing in the same place when I got back up front. No flash traffic yet. “I told Poet about 

the N3. He thinks we’re chasing ghosts.” 

He glanced over. “Chimeras actually; literal and figurative.” 

“You’re a barrel of laughs tonight.” I sat back down. “They’re ready, by the way.” 

“I figured.” 

I’d almost made it back to sleep when the command and communication station warbled abruptly. I 

stood up. A large yellow cube appeared in the center display, rotating in the holo-field. It blossomed into 

strings of code, COBOL3 encryptions unfurling, arranging themselves to coherency. The top field was blinking 

lime green. 

“Relayed traffic coming in,” Tam noted. “It’s on. We’re going in right now.” I grabbed a handhold as the 

suborbital banked hard to port, going south. Tam was downloading the data, transferring the target 

schematics to his forearm pad, synching them with our crew’s command net. He scanned the projection as a 

message played out. “Damn, that didn’t come cheap.” 

“What didn’t?” I asked. 

“This is a full intrusion package. Somebody just nicked proprietaries and overrides for the entire 

Toulouse facility. Tier Two, at least.” 



I headed back to Poet9 and the Triplets. Tam was right behind me. Ahead, I heard the ramp whine 

open and the wind come howling in. 
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VAMPIRES IN THE MIST 

 

Euro-Cybernetics Integrated. Toulouse, France. New European Union. 2:59 a.m. Same night. 

 

t was overcast, and we came in from a mile up. A moonless night, with our new drop rigs, the six of us were 

inside their perimeter like vampires in the mist. It was that clean. We hit the ground, dumped the packs, and 

waited. The security routines for the complex had just been raped blind, so we supposedly owned every null 

space and nanosecond, but we were now officially trespassing. 

Not just anywhere either; this little research campus belonged to Euro-Cybernetics Integrated, the lead 

biotech division for the Dawson-Hull Conglomerate. Black contract jobs are always touchy, but this bordered 

on psychosis. No Geneva Convention for us. Get blown in the ‘Glom’s backyard, due process would be a bullet 

in the head. Tam held us back by a row of concrete planters and signaled me to confirm our Mitsubishi stealth 

gear was working, and that all three Whispers were overhead and online. 

So far, nothing had exploded or started wailing, so I figured that was a plus. 

I dialed up the frequency and got another bonus: the little remotes were squirting real-time video from 

their flight paths seventy-five meters above. I cycled through each one, getting a God’s eye view of the entire 

facility from three different angles in night-vision green. The only signs of our presence were minor 

distortions, six man-sized absences that quivered like heat demons over desert sand. Our equipment was 

working as advertised. For someone to get a bearing on us, they’d have to know we were on-site, and exactly 

what to look for. And if they knew that much, we were in deep kimchi already. I gave the thumbs-up. Tam 

motioned the Triplets ahead. 

I watched them rise and do a little tactical ballet, synchronizing into positions further out on the plaza. 

Limited vocabulary or not, every time I saw them in motion I thanked the war gods they were with us. 

When they’d settled, Tam’s voice came over the helmet radio. “Poet9, I want a splice in their 

surveillance net. There’s a node in that security station. Jace will go with you.” 

I slipped out, and we ran towards the guardhouse. It was really a bunker, a thug-ugly shape trying to 

hide behind a couple of coiffed hedges and a manicured walkway. I could make out the thick poly-steel plating 

I 



and the dish array on the roof, and from experience, I knew pop-up turrets were stowed behind the big flat 

screens that displayed the D-H icon. Their light threw a shifting glow on the lawns around the station. There 

was no other movement. 

I checked the time and the stolen schedule. Perimeter patrols in this part of the facility weren’t due for 

another seventeen minutes. That meant all four guards were still inside, biding time against the night’s chill. 

We approached the double doors. 

“Muy liso, Jace,”Poet9 whispered. 

Crouched next to the slab mass of bunker, my hands started itching. That only happened when I was 

nervous. “Doesn’t feel smooth, mano, my Spidey sense is tingling.” 

“Cálmelo. We’re como la seda. We’ll be gone in no time.” 

Poet9 took off his helmet and zipped two cables from sockets in his C.I.U. to the door keypad. While he 

overrode the lock, I peered into the dark like something was going to snap. I caught myself squeezing the grip 

on my sub-machinegun, but that just made the flex stock clasp tighter. It made my 6mm Blizzard look more 

like an alien insect was trying to mate with my hand. My worry stayed with me. 

Poet nudged me. “Jace…” 

I brought the Blizzard up, flipped on the holo-sight, and nodded. He only grunted, put his helmet back 

on. Seven seconds later, the doors slid open and the first guard was dead at his desk. 

We were in. 

 

------------- 

 

Multi-spectrum imaging, area denial, micro-drones, laser trips, smart mines… all ultra-tech, all lethal, 

all precise, all predictable. And predictable is good for freelancers like us. Hired to do nasty things, we are 

deniable, deletable, and disposable. Our only hope is to be fast and devious, to get in and get out without 

rippling the pond. Automated systems, however precise, can be hacked with hot codes, bounced with newer, 

faster tech, sometimes just unplugged. The intrusion/detection race is a fevered constant. We manage to stay 

one step ahead because we have to, and because Poet9 is one of the best hammerjacks alive. 

Which brings me to people: people are the problem. No matter what the Maginot Systems sales rep 

says about their latest perimeter envelope, there’s no subroutine for suspicion. A good human guard, a 

veteran with training and combat experience, has instinct: that visceral feeling something’s just not right. Any 

security executive that forgets this basic rule of combat loses the ability to read the ground, read the moment, 

and if you fixate on the latest chromed out, automated defense network, it’s a sure bet you’ll wind up emptied 

out, or dead. There’s plenty of hardcore bush war leftovers who come cheap and can shoot, but that’s not the 



real reason smart managers keep them on the payroll. It’s intuition. 

There’s only one countermeasure for that kind of primal radar: running black. That means more than 

buying mimetic camo-suits, or investing in the hottest I.C.E. breakers. It’s more than training day and night on 

how to ghost through a dozen of the most common security formats. It means going blank, void. It’s the ability 

to slow everything down and draw it all in so you null down your psychic profile. Someone running black 

becomes empty space. There’s no sense of person. It’s a monkey skill, some sort of primate stealth gear that 

can’t be taught or drilled into you. Either you have it or you don’t. I have it, and so does Tam. And that’s the 

main reason we’re still alive. 

So far, we hadn’t reached into that bag of tricks. Between our tech-toys and training, we’d weaseled 

inside the facility’s defense loop undetected. Now all we had to do was stay that way, fetch the item in 

question, and go. Easy. 

I left Poet9 in relative safety at the desk while I moved down the hall for the last three guards. He’d 

have to jack in uninterrupted in the station’s control room, so there was no skipping them. Schematics put the 

armory just down from a break room, and with a patrol due, I figured that’s where they’d be. I dropped a 

blade into my left hand—just in case—and I moved with the Blizzard straight-armed and sighted. 

Sure enough, two of them were suiting up, half-dressed, with helmets, shotguns and radios all neat on 

a table. I closed the door with a click, and they turned, looking for their partner. The Blizzard coughed and they 

crumpled, disappointed, on the floor. 

I switched off the light and slipped back out into the hall. One to go. Where was he—sleep or food? 

I radioed Poet9. “Two more down. Desk monitors got eyes on the fourth?” 

A few second later, “Nothing on screen. Find him fast, mano. I need access before the next rotation. 

Want me to call Tam?” 

“Just be ready. I’m on it.” I slipped right, towards the break room and kitchen. Call it instinct. 

He was eating, an older guy with a rank badge and cold eyes that said “veteran”. He was definitely 

modded because he was up and moving at warp speed the second I spun in through the door. He crash-flipped 

a table for cover and dodged left towards the communication panel on the wall. I put a burst of three shots 

where he’d just been. 

I moved to cut him off, the Blizzard making rapid spitting noises as it put lines of holes into the 

tabletop, but he came up on my right with an ugly snub carry piece. Definitely a vet. Two shots roared in the 

small room, and the panel splintered next to my head. 

My turn to dodge. 

I tumbled, slid into some chairs, and came up hosing the area until the breech locked open. As my 

thumb hit the ejection and the empty magazine slid down out of the grip, he came up again with those eyes 



and that backup piece lasered in on me. I didn’t even think. My left arm whipped around and the knife 

sprouted from his neck. He went down and backwards and out of sight. 

Just in case. 

Suddenly, Tam was in the doorway with his visor up and a sliver of a smile on his face. “You finished?” 

He yanked my knife out, wiped it and tossed it back. “Poet’s in their Grid, and we have to move on the labs 

now.” 

We entered the control room. The opposite wall was stacked with monitors showing grainy black and 

white exterior sweeps with thermal views winking in at random. It was enough to give you seizures. Poet9 was 

spliced in at the desk, cables from his interface unit running into the station terminal. He was talking off hand, 

distracted, trying to keep focus on two worlds. 

“We’re still clear. No increased traffic on their nets. Over in the lab, there’s no staff, just guards, two, 

three, total—yeah, three inside... He closed his eyes for a moment.”Campus patrol is three bots and six guards. 

All right where they’re supposed to be: doing routine sweeps in overlapping eights. There’s one Cerberus-’bot 

and a single guard doing the walk around the lab buildings.” 

He jacked out and his eyes cleared. “I’m not quite done. I’ll set this terminal to give its standard ‘all 

clear’ to the next system security query. They’re every thirty minutes, and next ping is in just over nine. 

According to the schedule, we have eleven minutes until this station’s guards have to be out on fence patrol. 

My patch will bluff once, but not twice. We have to be gone before the second check.” 

Tam lifted his helmet visor and nodded at Poet9. “We can do that as long as we move fast and stay 

subterranean. We’ve got floor plans and key codes for the lab building, but I want you to access the defense 

network in the lab area itself. Sift the system to see what’s online in there. You know how I hate surprises.” He 

glanced at the station terminal. “Can you crack it from here?” 

“Not in a half-hour.” Poet9 said. “Their intranet has centralized control, but each building is separately 

zoned. With the time we’ve got, I’d have to splice at a specific site to mess around with its local grid. The only 

way is through a terminal in that building.” Poet9 squared off in front of Tam and patted the oversized 

Walther 11 holstered on his hip. I’d swear he even lowered his voice a bit. “You want it down, boss, I’ll have to 

go in with you.” 

“Stop with the machista grande. You’re a data rat, not a slum gunner, remember,” Tam sighed. “Jace 

and I will clear the way. Scan the bodies and dig out their chips, then have Flopsy and Mopsy walk the fence. 

That’ll keep the alarms quiet. Make sure they prep some EMPs in case those ‘bots show up. You hang back and 

only come in the lab when I say it’s clear. Got it?” 

Poet9’s eyes gleamed as he coiled up his data cables and tugged the knit cap back over his misshapen 

head. He unsnapped the pistol holster at his side.”Sure thing, boss. We’re good.” 



Tam and I headed for the door. “Machista Grande? What is that, a coffee drink?” 

Another faint smile.”Don’t even start.” 

“He’s got a name for that hand cannon, you know,” I whispered. 

“I’m not listening.” 

A minute later, Poet9 was carrying two bloody RFID chips from the guards’ hands. Tam re-deployed the 

Triplets, and I checked the feed from our drones. No sign of a response. The action inside had bled off some 

tension, but something still gnawed at the back of my mind. I looked to see if Tam felt it, but he’d gone into 

mode and was all crisp. The Triplets were moving, so I sprinted towards the tangled geometry of the labs. We 

were running all the way to the end. 

  



 

FOUR 

 

SHOPLIFTERS 

Dawson-Hull Estates, London, UK. New European Union. 3:03 a.m. Same night. 

 

he Lear shuttle dropped from the black of space straight into the pallid sky over the London Metro Zone. A 

luminous haze clung to the city night like a shroud, and the shuttle slid shark-like in the murk, ionized gas 

flaring off its hull. Then with a twitch, it plunged down into the canyons of glass and steel. Threading past tall 

offices, industrial units, and row after row of apartment blocks, its wake rumbled, shivered windows in passing 

and sent echoes thundering in the distance. It darted south, and knots of late-night traffic scattered, third shift 

commuter transit and massive cargo transports surrendering the right of way as the shuttle arrowed closer to 

restricted airspace. 

Within moments it passed into the exclusive districts and turned back its engines so only the merest 

trail of turbulence shuddered behind it. Now approved ID codes cleared the way, and one by one, missile locks 

blinked off—a recognition of peers. Beyond one roll of hills, an estate opened up, the grounds hemmed by 

walls and trees and towers. The distinguished lines of a manor house were illuminated by landing pad lights on 

the rear lawn. The Lear dipped its nose like a tip of a hat and settled there with fluid precision. As the pinging 

engines shed waves of heat into the night, a slim flight attendant opened a side door, and Asian Pacific 

Consortium Regional Manager Avery Hsiang strode down the waiting stairs and stood before a Dawson-Hull 

corporate security detail. 

One of the guards, a lean, hard-faced man in a midnight blue suit, approached Avery and bowed. 

“Director MacKinnon appreciates you coming on such short notice, Mr. Hsiang. Because of the urgency of the 

situation, he is unable to greet you personally, but if you’ll come with me, sir, he’s expecting you in the third-

floor conference room.” 

Avery Hsiang didn’t bother to answer the man. After all, he was only a guard dog. Avery frowned and 

waved for the man to proceed. As he followed, the rest of the security team fell in step on either side of Avery 

and escorted him up to the main house. 

 

------------- 

T 



 

Euro-Cybernetics Integrated Facility, Toulouse France. 3:19 a.m. Same night. 

 

Crouched outside the light cone of a walkway lamp, I could make out the nameplate beside the door of 

our next target. Dr. Eric Drexler Building. Research Labs 3-5. 

“That’s it,” Tam nodded. 

“End of the rainbow, eh?” 

“‘That’s what the brief says.” Tam tapped his data pad. “D-Wing. Secure area. The N3 is somewhere in 

there.” 

“And all we have to do is find it. Which, by the way… what exactly does a Nanotech Neural Network 

look like again?” I whispered. 

“Hmmm,” Tam’s helmeted head turned back toward the building. 

“You don’t know, do you?” 

“It’s a top secret prototype, Jace. That data’s not in these files. You expect a picture?” 

“A description would be nice,” I said. “Just so we don’t nick someone’s PS9 by mistake.” 

“The mission brief only says it’s in D-Wing. I’m hoping it’ll be obvious. Sort of a, ‘we’ll know it when we 

see it’ thing,” he shrugged. 

“Couldn’t make it too easy, right? OK, Einstein, next question. How are we getting in?” 

“Now that I can answer.” He pointed up to the roof where a layered jumble of HVAC and atmosphere 

control units squatted together. “Maintenance panels are unlocked, not wired into the alarms. Schematics 

show the ductwork will get us close to the restricted area. Then all Poet9 has to do is crack the doors.” 

I checked the ammo count in my Blizzard. “You know it’s going to change everything.” 

“What is?” Tam asked. 

“Working nanotech, especially cyber-ware. Poet9’s brain box makes him what, twenty times faster 

than your average console jockey?” 

“Devante’s faster than that.” 

“Yeah, yeah. But this could make someone a hundred times faster than him. It’s inside the brain, direct 

processing at synaptic speeds. No more electronics. Grafted hackers like Poet will be dinosaurs. Once Asian 

Pacific gets their hands on it, they can write their own ticket. They’ll be the mal hombre of their own comic 

book.” 

Tam turned back to me. “If this technology is really in there, and it really works, then yes, it’ll put Tokyo 

light years ahead of everybody.” He checked his data pad again. “Which is why Tam Song and Associates is 

getting large money for this run... Speaking of which, you ready to get back to work here? The patrol is 



supposed to stroll along any minute.” 

“Sir, yes, sir!” I threw him a mock salute as we rose to our feet. “Ready to make history, sir.” 

“Jerk. You’ll thank me when we’re on the beach in Cancun.” We ran towards one of the brick brown 

walls and activated the Gecko pads on our suits. It took us all of six seconds to get onto the roof. 

The security patrol passed beneath us two minutes later. Tam and I watched the sensor lights blink 

steadily on the hulking sentry ‘bot as it shuffled by. The guard accompanying it kept his eyes glued on the 

Cerberus’ displays. He never even glanced up. Tam and I were up and moving as soon as they went around the 

far corner of the building. In a few quick motions, we levered the panel aside and slid into the interior gloom 

of the maintenance space. 

Tam called on his helmet’s radio. “Poet? We’re in. Give us a few minutes to secure the hall into D-

Wing. Once I call, I’ll need you most Rikki Tik to override the doors. Clear?” 

“Loud and clear, boss. I’m going to set some mines. Pop goes the weasel on these ‘Glom bastardos if 

they come running, eh?” Poet’s voice crackled back. 

“No, leave the mines. That’s what the Triplets are for, remember? You want to do something, drop 

back in their net and double-check for surprises. Tam out.” 

A grunt and a double click cut the link. Tam looked over at me and shook his head. 

“Hey, at least he tries,” I said. 

“At least he’s good on the Grid.” Tam tapped his data pad again. “Let’s move.” 

We fast-crawled through the narrow space toward D-Wing following ceiling struts laden with cable 

bundles and vent ducts. My palms were still itching, so I kept switching between the drone feed over the 

facility and the building blueprints on my visor H.U.D. So far we were still clear. 

Poet9’s data hack back in the guard station put two badges at the only junction leading into the 

Research lab. The third was making rounds checking doors. All we had to do was cross them out, grab this 

thing, and go. 

Hot damn—maybe I’m wrong, I thought. This run really might be dirty easy money. 

Light filtered up through the grate into the cramped darkness as we approached the point marked on 

our displays. A quick drop, then eighteen meters of hallway would bring us into the only entrance to the 

secure labs. If there was trouble, here’s where it would be waiting. 

On cue, Poet9’s voice whispered in our ears. “Problem.” 

“What?” Tam hissed back. 

“Sorry, boss, I just found it. Security logs here mention a bio-ware link in that zone. A mobile one. I’m 

guessing the lead guard on each shift is wet wired to the alarm system. Probably linked to his heartbeat, or 

brainwaves. Maybe coded to his RFID chip. Either way, that’s pretty smart for the ‘Glom.” 



“And your point is?” Tam asked acidly. 

“My point is that the guy is constantly monitored. He goes offline, as in “dies”, it initiates a total 

lockdown. Then every drone and clone within fifty klicks will be coming to the party on full auto. You two are 

gonna have to find him, and keep him alive at all costs.” 

“Great. Just. Great,” Tam said. 

We lifted the grate and dropped down onto the hall carpet. 

 

------------- 

 

Dawson-Hull Estates – London Metro Sector, England. New European Union. 3:37 a.m. 

 

Avery Hsiang caught himself staring at his reflection in the window across the room. He had what most 

Westerners called a “Laughing Buddha face”: full, round and sincere, with thick black hair sprinkled with 

gray—the congenial features of a typecast Asian grandfather. When he was younger, he’d hated his 

appearance. Now he used it to whatever advantage he could. 

He realized the man across the table had stopped speaking. Avery looked up, leaned forward slightly 

and put a wan smile on that face. “We’ve come full circle, again, Mr. MacKinnon.” He shook his head slowly. “I 

flew here because you demanded an emergency meeting in the middle of the night. You invoked confidential 

protocols and the communiqué stated this crisis affected both our companies. Now all you do is stand there 

and vent preposterous accusations. How many times must I repeat myself? Asian Pacific Consortium denies 

any complicity in tonight’s intrusion into your London facility. It’s quite simple.” 

Jackson MacKinnon was Avery Hsiang’s opposite: a trim, almost lean, elderly man with a fine featured 

face and pale ice blue eyes. He was Dawson-Hull’s UK District Manager, as well as their Assistant Secretary of 

the Exchequer, and although his voice was low and even, his ears were red beneath his impeccable white hair. 

“Our sources indicate those mercenaries were associated with your company. As I understand it, they have 

previously been in your employ on several occasions. It is obvious—” 

“It is obvious,” Avery interrupted, “that your sources confirm what you wish to hear. I suggest your 

security division is anxious to shift scrutiny away from a serious lapse in vigilance.” He leaned back, adopting 

his most reasonable tone. “Why accuse Asian Pacific? Our companies have shared several profitable ventures 

in the past. What of the Americans? Your successes in their Argentinean markets must offend them. You know 

how territorial they are. Perhaps this clumsy burgling is their way of lashing out.” Avery smoothed down the 

puckered silk of his jacket sleeve. “From your description, the attempt seems rather amateur. Your security 

services aren’t even sure of the extent of the systems breech.” Avery let his gaze travel over the rich wood 



paneled walls of the conference room, and he conjured a mildly irritated look on his face. 

“The attempt,” Jackson MacKinnon bit off the word, “was carried out by a highly skilled freelance 

outfit, Mr. Hsiang. Their equipment was far too sophisticated for simple shoplifters. Most damning of all, their 

ability to penetrate that far inside our facility so rapidly betrays an uncomfortable level of privileged 

intelligence.” 

Avery raised his thick hands toward his rival.”Betrayal might well be the issue here. But I suggest you 

look to your own house before casting aspersions on the Consortium.” He paused. “You haven’t even told me 

what type of data was compromised. Is there something that directly concerned Asian Pacific? If so, do you 

require our assistance? These thieves, these spies… whatever they were... you stated they’d all been killed, am 

I correct?” 

Avery knew full well the first mercenary team had been killed. His secretary had confirmed it. He’d 

demanded a totally sterile operation, and Avery was assured not one shred of tissue or scrap of equipment 

could implicate his office. Jackson MacKinnon and the Dawson-Hull Conglomerate had nothing but a 

ransacked database, four dead mercenary contractors, and empty allegations. 

Outwardly, Avery looked patiently at his frayed counterpart, who could only glare back. Inwardly his 

mind leapt. His agent had been telling the truth: the prototype must be real. Otherwise, why would Dawson-

Hull react so swiftly? 

He is scared, Avery thought. Jackson is scared someone is after the Nanotech Neural Network. He 

glanced down at the stark face of his Movado. In fact, someone is. The second phase of the operation should 

be underway right now. 

Jackson MacKinnon made a noncommittal noise in his throat. Avery responded with smile and 

continued. “Well then, if there is no direct threat, then perhaps this may be of some consolation: I promise, 

first thing in the morning, to relay news of this incident to the appropriate departments at Tokyo Head Office. 

I’m confident our directors stand ready to render all possible assistance.” 

Jackson rose to his feet, signaling the meeting was at an end. “Mr. Hsiang, our investigators are going 

to sift through every speck of evidence. Forensics experts arrive from Brussels tomorrow, and the London 

Board has granted me full authority in this case.” He snapped his briefcase shut. “When we find the 

perpetrators, Avery, reprisals will be severe.” He let that hang in the air over the polished table. 

Avery Hsiang nodded sagely and proffered another sad smile. “I trust your forensics teams are a bit 

more accurate than your sources, Jackson. Again, speaking on behalf of the Consortium, I would remind you 

Asian Pacific prides itself on the skill and dedication that render such dishonorable practices unnecessary. 

However, we sympathize with your dilemma and fully support you in apprehending these criminals. The 

problem of illegals is a concern for every corporation.” 



Avery stood up as well. “Now, if you’ll excuse me. It’s been a long night.” He picked his briefcase up 

from the floor. After another angry glare from the Dawson-Hull manager, he left the conference room. 

Only when Regional Manager Avery Hsiang was back in his Lear shuttle feeling the steady thrum of 

twin engines through the back of his chair did he permit himself another smile. But this was a different smile. 

He leaned forward and hit one of the buttons on the armrest. 

“Have the second team of mercenaries reported in yet?” 

“Negative, Mr. Hsiang.” The reply came from the tiny speaker near his hand. “The flier’s transponder is 

inactive. They must still be inside the compound.” 

“I want to know the instant they’re airborne. Remind Colonel Otsu he is to personally attend the 

rendezvous and confirm delivery.” Avery paused, his eyes tightening, “Once he’s in receipt of the item, he is to 

settle the contract with them. Understood?” 

“Yes, sir. Absolutely.” 

Avery cut the secure channel without another word and closed his eye, freezing the moments. 

Whoever said ambition was the last infirmity of noble minds was a fool. He savored it on the tip of his tongue. 

This was like fine wine, like voltage, like sex. This would change everything. 

Nine months before, one of his intelligence agents had come to him with rumors about the N3, mere 

hints sifted from snooping in the Dawson-Hull data stream. Avery was incredulous at first. Complex nanotech 

applications were fatal to human beings. Yet, as implausible as such technology was, clues about the 

prototype persisted. The English were trying to conceal something and the information remained so credibly 

elusive, so tantalizingly plausible, Avery was intrigued. 

Weeks went by, and Avery’s informants inside Dawson-Hull insisted something huge was indeed 

moving in the undercurrents of the British multinational. Evidence kept trickling in. So Avery watched, and 

waited, and began compiling all the data into a personal file. Then, after the third agent confirmed Dawson-

Hull’s activity at a Toulouse biotech facility, a plan brushed against his mind—barely tangible strands as 

delicate and intricate as a spider web. 

The annual Directors’ Assembly had been scheduled the following month in Tokyo. 

On the agenda was a discussion of potential new Board members. 

Initial candidates were selected from high performing regional management. 

Operational neural nanotechnology would be worth billions, if not trillions of dollars. 

The next day, Regional Manager Avery Hsiang made a dangerous decision. He withheld the intelligence 

regarding the device from Tokyo Head Office, encrypted his files, and contracted the finest freelance 

operatives available. He would acquire the prototype on his own. 

From that day forward, he began siphoning off funds from his office accounts as well as his personal 



fortune to set things in motion. An operation like this jeopardized his career and brought him to the brink of 

personal financial ruin, but he kept reminding himself that crisis and opportunity were the same word. And 

this opportunity demanded to be seized. 

The plan was all his own: its risks, and its rewards. And right now, in this moment, it was coming 

together. He was on the cusp of the greatest corporate espionage coup in a century, and the rewards would 

be his alone. Avery watched the landscape slide by in the early morning darkness. 

 

------------------- 

 

Jackson MacKinnon stood at the window as Avery Hsiang’s shuttle rose into the air on tiny daggers of 

hot blue flame. No sound carried through the thick insulated glass, and its sleek form paused above the trees 

like a dark specter. Then the thrusters swiveled, the main engines flared, and it darted off into the sky. Jackson 

considered the receding glow of the Lear’s engines until the night swallowed them up. For several moments, 

everything was still and silent. Then he spoke over his shoulder to the blue-suited security officer. “I’m 

ordering a full lockdown: offices, factories, all corporate properties. Everything. I’ll notify the Board, of course, 

but I want all our security forces on high alert. Do you understand?” 

“Yes, sir. Immediately.” The man turned to leave. 

“Sergeant…” The man stopped. “Order two Rapid Response units to the ECI facility in Toulouse. Bureau 

Three, S.D. platoons.” 

“Sir?” 

Jackson turned to face the man and repeated his orders tersely. “I said I want two Rapid Response 

units. At the ECI Labs. In Toulouse. Now. I want Major Jessa Eames to lead them personally. Tell her they’re to 

seal the facility, but I’ll brief her en route with the particulars.” 

“Yes, sir. Immediately, sir.” 

MacKinnon turned back to his reflection in the huge glass window and stood perfectly still. 

  



 

FIVE 

 

LIVE WIRED 

Euro-Cybernetics Integrated Facility, Toulouse, France. 3:43 a.m. Same night. 

 

he clock was ticking, so Tam and I moved fast down the halls with our Mitsu suits humming at full power. 

Drifts of static, we ghosted under camera domes, over laser tripwires, until we hit the entrance to the D-

Wing lab. No alarms sounded. 

Coming around the last corner, the hall opened up into a reception room with a huge desk and 

tastefully sterile waiting area. Two big interlocking steel doors set in the far wall led to the lab itself. Poet9 had 

radioed that the bio-ware would show up as a hot spot in the human body, so we’d switched our visors to 

thermal view. We needed to ID the wet-wired guard as fast as possible. The two soldiers in the lobby read 

negative. Silenced headshots left them slumped in their chairs, cooling to room temperature. Tam and I then 

switched our visors back to normal view and went prowling for our live-wired friend. 

We found him in the bathroom of all places. Tam kicked in the stall door and dragged him out zip-

cuffed and gagged. Another vet, his face had old splash scarring from an acid burst, but it is kind of hard to 

look intimidating with your pants around your ankles. He thrashed around and growled, trying to play hard 

core and break free. After a couple of attempted headbutts, I chopped him on the shoulders and yanked his 

head close to my helmet. “You play nice, you’ll be alive when this is over…” He could finish the sentence on his 

own. Not that it was much comfort: our run was definitely not good for his long-term career plans, but he 

quieted down. At least until he spotted his two friends in the lobby. He threw himself toward the desk panel 

trying to trip the alarm. I kicked his legs out and sat on him while Tam called Poet9 on the radio. 

“OK, now we got the wired guy, but he wants to be a hero. You sure we have to keep him alive?” 

I looked down and saw him biting on the gag, so I bounced his head off the floor. He stopped. 

“Just until we’re on our way,” Poet9’s voice came back. 

Seven minutes later, the little Mexican dropped in from the ceiling vent and went to work on their 

intranet. Another fifty-eight seconds and he’d burned through the security grid like a plasma torch. He grunted 

when the vault-like doors hissed open. “Stupid executives—always six months behind.” 

We all went in. Poet9 ran point, the big black Walther bobbing in an outstretched two-hand grip, while 

T 



Tam and I frog-marched the guard between us. Private Ugly started sweating the moment we crossed the 

threshold, his eyes wide above the gag. I saw the dim notion of bolting or going limp flit behind them, but 

apparently, he still had enough functioning brain cells to realize we weren’t in the mood for more half-assed 

escape attempts or stall tactics. 

Twenty meters down the hall, we entered a large room with sharp white walls, lights, glass and 

chrome, alive with the purr of dozing electronics. It was the main lab. Even through the helmet filters, I tasted 

fuzzy ozone on my tongue and the backwash of bouncing signals. 

“This must be the place, right?” I asked. 

Poet9 approached one of the computer terminals and unzipped his cables. “Ho, nothing gets by you.” 

“Well I’m clever like that.” 

“Head of the class, I bet. Here, take this.” He slung a black nylon pack off his back and tossed it toward 

Tam. “You’re looking for a cold safe, a minivault, even a stasis canister. Nanotech can’t be that big, right? I’ll 

sift their daily logs and see if I can find something.” He stopped, his long skinny fingers poised over the 

workstation.”But when you find it, let me at it first. Don’t go fondling it until I’ve looked it over, que?” 

He didn’t wait for us to answer, just plugged in his leads and sent his fingers staccato on the keyboard. 

As his eyes glazed over, Tam and I started combing the main room, checking every desk, locker, closet and 

container we could find. I dragged the guard with me, hoping for some kind of reaction as we made a circuit 

around the room, but just he seethed, all surly and tight. When we came back around to Poet9, I plopped him 

in a stray chair and stood behind him with my hand on his shoulder. “Stay.” 

“Jace,” Tam called through the helmet radio.”This seem easy to you?” 

I was silent for a second. “Ummm… yeah, now that you mention it. Security feels wrong for cutting-

edge tech. I mean, the perimeter’s tight, there’s modded guards, even the bio-alarm. But there’re no turrets, 

not even motion sensors past the big doors. You thinking we’re in the wrong place? Dawson-Hull move it 

somewhere else?” 

“The intel package said D-H is going public in two weeks. The N3 is here for the shave and tweak stage. 

They want to work out the kinks for the big debut.” 

“So what’s wrong with this picture?” 

“Dunno yet. But seeing as we’re here…” he said. 

“…we might as see what we can find.” I finished. 

Poet9’s head jerked up. “I have something! Cyber-activity in that room.” The bulky muzzle of his 

Walther 11 pointed at a set of double doors on the west wall. “In there.” 

Tam brought his Tavor 24 rifle up. “Another security guard?” 

“Not supposed to be,” Poet9 said. 



I yanked the guard to his feet, and with Tam leading the way, the four of us slipped through the doors 

into an observation room. There were desks full of screens and idling computer equipment, their yellow lights 

winking at us. A large medical station was tucked into a corner, recessed pin lights focused on its red cross, 

bright and clear. On the right, a metal staircase led down into the gloom of a lower floor, and directly in front 

of us a row of large glass panels angled out and away, overlooking the darkened floor below. I hung back, 

holding the guard as Tam and Poet9 moved forward and peered through the glass. 

“I saw you,” a voice said. It came from the speakers at one of the computer station. All of us froze. 

“You tried to be sneaky, but I saw you,” the speakers sounded again. Poet9 twitched his pistol up. Tam 

tensed. 

“I saw one of you in the net too. You’re fast, a lot faster than the others around here. I tried to show 

them how to improve the security, but they wouldn’t listen,” the voice continued. 

Poet9 leaned closer and stared down through the glass. “Virgen Maria, Madre de Dios! Someone’s 

down there.” 

“I’ll turn on the lights if you want. Here.” The area below suddenly flickered to life. 

Poet9 brought up his magnum, but Tam put a hand on his shoulder. I pushed the guard forward in the 

chair and looked through the glass myself. 

The room below us was plain, like an army barracks. Tan colored, with a bed in the corner, drawers in 

one wall, and several items scattered on a faded red rug. In the center of the floor was a large u-shaped desk 

with a single workstation and three oversize screens. And someone was sitting at it. 

“A kid,” I heard Tam whisper in my helmet. “There’s a kid down there.” 

Poet9 craned his neck, scrutinizing the scene. Tam started down the stairs. My grip locked on the 

guard’s shoulder and I could feel the Blizzard’s stock digging into my forearm. 

It was a boy. No more than nine, maybe ten, years old, he was dark-skinned with cropped black cut 

hair and a small round face. He was dressed in khaki coveralls and sitting at the computer looking up at us with 

clear, green eyes that jumped out at me even from a distance. He swiveled in his seat as Tam came out onto 

the floor. “What do you want?” 

“Are you the only one here?” Tam asked, as he walked slowly toward the boy. 

“Right now I am. Dr. Evans and Dr. Heinrich are here with their staff in the daytime. Sometimes they 

stay late and have me do things with the computers, but that’s been less and less lately. I couldn’t sleep 

though, that’s how come I saw you.” 

“What’s your name?” Tam was halfway across the room. 

“Gibson. Who are you?” 

“That’s not important right now. Gibson, what do you mean ‘you saw us’? When?” Tam was nearly at 



the desk now. 

“On the security grid. I told you, I was awake, so I logged into the facility intranet to watch through the 

cameras. That’s when I saw you, sort of. The air was shimmering, so I got curious and followed the shimmers. 

Now you’re here.” He paused, looked at one of the screens, then back at Tam. “You killed those two men. 

Why?” 

Poet9 broke in over the radio link. “Hate to interrupt, but we’ve got a job to do. And… only eight 

minutes to do it in. Does he know where they keep it or not?” 

Tam was at the computer now, his gloved hand on the edge of the desktop. He stood there looking 

down at the boy. 

Gibson just sat there unafraid and looked up into the stealth suit’s matte black visor. “Look at him,” 

Tam spoke over the radio. “Look at him, Poet.” 

“What? I see a kid. I want hardware. Just put him to sleep, and let’s vámonos.” 

“No. Look at his head,” Tam said. 

I stepped forward, gripping the guard until he winced, and cranked up the amplification on my visor. 

There, on the back of the boy’s neck, just at the base, was a vat-tat: a gene series shotcode imprint. The kid 

was a clone. And right next to it, a single thin black cybernetic jack snaked up from the computer terminal and 

disappeared behind his left ear. 

“Could you turn off the lights for me, Gibson?” Tam asked. 

“Sure.” 

The lights went out. The room snapped right back to gloom and shadow, but it took another second for 

the realization to hit me. 

“I think I just found the N3,” Tam said. 

And right then, Cottontail’s voice broke in over the radio channel. 

“We have contact.” 

“What?” Tam said. 

And a whole lot of unpleasantness came crashing in at once. 

 

---------------- 

 

Outside on the E.C.I. Facility grounds. 3:45 a.m. 

 

C.U. 5901 and C.U. 5902 walked along the fence at a brisk, steady pace. C.U. 5905 lagged back in the 

darkness, shifting twenty left to right to cover their flanks. It was the simplest patrol pattern, one of the first 



the Triplets had ever learned, but the master/leader had ordered them to impersonate the enemy guards and 

they always did their best for him. 5901 and 5902 hoped this was close to the perimeter security procedure, 

sloppy though it was. Back in Africa, anything this careless would have earned a disciplinary beating. A second 

time and they’d have been shot where they stood. Still, the master/leader ordered it, and eager to please, the 

Triplets loped on, hoping they looked like security guards on patrol. 

They were halfway back to the labs when the facility’s emergency signal went off. Their suits’ scanners 

grabbed it from the campus security frequency: a braying alert in their headsets. Someone had tripped the 

alarm. Nothing visible changed around them, no sounds erupted, no lights started flashing, but something 

shivered in the air and burst. 01 and 02 froze mid-step and brought their rifles to the ready. C.U. 5905 

stopped, looked up and lifted his visor, sniffing the wind. He radioed Tam. 

“We have contact.” 

“What?” 

The assault carrier burst out of the night sky, engines screaming in rage. A massive wall of air and 

sound and steel rolled over the Triplets. Landing gear and ramps unfolded like giant wasp legs, and it started 

disgorging figures from a back ramp while it was still in midair. The cyclone haze of heat and matter rose up 

under the downdraft of the turbines, rendering enhanced vision impossible. Without a word, the three of 

them knelt and fired into the swirling mass anyway. Unable to distinguish targets, they simply fired, 

anticipating a standard air/ground assault dispersal pattern, and men started dying. 

The boxy carrier touched ground, bounced twice, and started to lift. In a blur, 5902 whipped the Balor-

3 rocket launcher off his back and fired through the open drop ramp. There was a sharp crack, a flash within. 

The transport flinched, then flipped sideways out of the air onto the concrete plaza and exploded. 

Without a word, the Triplets switched out new magazines, rose up and shifted right, firing with each 

step. Like breathing, like a heartbeat, a battle pulse coded in every cell of their bodies propelled them, a 

howling core emergent and savage in its clarity. Fire move, fire move, fire move, again. The surviving armored 

troopers ducked and scuttled frantically like black beetles against the white inferno backdrop, one falling with 

every shot. Fire move, fire move, fire move. Stop. 

There were no more. 

“Contact end. Engagement finished. Orders?” C.U. 5905 breathed out to Tam. 

“Head to the rally point and cover for exfil. We’re coming out.” 

“Acknowledged,” The three clone soldiers turned and ran together back across the plaza, flames 

towering in the sky behind them, black phantoms loosed fluid and vicious into the night. 

 

----------------------- 



 

I hit Ugly at the base of the neck, and he dropped like a sack of rags. Poet9 ran to a terminal and speed-

jacked in. “Shitshitshit—we’re busted! Base net just bloomed to full alert. Gimme a second. I’ll dump some 

Luna-C in their system.” He fished a thumb drive full of custom virals from a pocket and slotted it into the 

machine, his fingers flying across the keys. 

“No time. No time!” Tam was yelling. He yanked out the boy’s cable, snatched him up like a doll, and 

took the stairs in three bounds. I span and sighted the double doors behind us, half-expecting a Cerberus ‘bot 

to shatter through right then. 

I turned back to Poet9. He staggered as he slammed through the net, eyes rolling back to white. His 

fingers blurred over the deck as he hot-loaded malware into their security grid. Blood trickled from his nose. 

“I’m opening exterior doors… mimic a breach at their north gate too,” he gurgled. 

He swayed again, his body reeling under the data torrent in his brain. Blood was dripping onto the 

clean white tile floor now. Tam motioned to me, and I caught Poet9 under my arm. 

“Wish you’d let me… drop those spider mines now. I’m. Almost done. There.” His finger slammed the 

final key as I pulled his leads and turned, half dragging him toward the door. Suddenly the muffled roar of a 

massive blast shook through the walls. I dialed up a tactical map on my visor. Three dots for the Triplets were 

still blinking green and moving fast. A tangle of red ones that weren’t there before were disappearing faster. 

“Surprise, surprise,” I said. 

Tam chuckled. “Shoot and scoot, baby. Shoot and scoot.” 

We ran outside. 

  



 

SIX 

 

STARTLED RAVENS 

In the air over the E.C.I Facility, Toulouse. Dawson-Hull Conglomerate Special Deployment Detachment Team 

Two. 4:01 a.m. 

 

ajor! Wraith One is down. I repeat: Wraith One is down.” 

Major Jessa Eames turned in the cockpit and snarled, “Down? What do you mean down? How in hell could 

they be down?” 

The co-pilot swallowed. “Something just plucked ‘em out of the sky. Looked like a portable SAM—a 

Stinger 3 or Balor. Over there.” He jerked a thumb to his right, and Major Eames bent to look out the 

starboard view port. The smashed heap of the other assault transport was blazing like a beacon down on the 

central plaza. 

“How did these bastards get Balors? We don’t even have them.” She savaged the tactical vest tighter 

around her chest. “You got any targets yet?” 

“Negative,” the co-pilot responded. “We detected three recon drones and dispatched hunters. Scans 

around Wraith 1 are fragged from the wreck, but we’re sweeping the south quadrant on all frequencies. Wait! 

Jesus…” he stared at one of his screens. “I… both… both squads from Wraith One are gone too!” 

“What?” 

“ID chips for squads Charlie and Delta are offline. They’re dead, ma’am.” 

“Goddamn it! MacKinnon dumps us neck deep in shit and ties our hands.” She clapped the pilot on the 

shoulder. “Vector away and approach from the south side. Tell both Fury gunships to stay with us, but they’re 

to hold fire! Weapons are not cleared hot. Confirm?” 

“Confirmed, Major. Furies in formation—northeast approach. Weapons are not cleared hot at this 

time,” the pilot drawled back at her. 

“And tell Base Security to wake the hell up!” She ground her teeth as the transport banked, gripping 

the steel rim on the pilots’ seatbacks to steady herself. Someone is going to pay for this, she fumed. 

 

------------- 

M 



 

E.C.I Facility, Toulouse, France. On the ground. 

 

The four of us slipped through a side door into a wide alley cluttered with crates and oil drums. I was 

on point, Tam was still carrying the kid under his arm, and Poet9 had recovered enough to be waving his big 

Walther around again. The crackle and roar of flames rolled through the night, and the mangled heap of a 

burning assault transport was neatly framed in the far end of the passage. We stopped and stared. 

“Ooooh, Kodak moment,” Poet9 said. “Killer bunnies have been busy.” 

Rifle fire barked out, chased by the rapid crumps of bursting spider mines. 

“Still are,” Tam said. 

I flipped to the drone feed: one was static hiss, another the spastic blur of evasive maneuvers. The 

third, lacking new orders, apparently defaulted to circling the downed transport, panning for signs of life. I 

looked at Tam and pointed to the blazing wreck. “I’m sure they weren’t alone. More company’s right behind 

them… if they aren’t already here. Time to color us gone.” 

“So much for being coy,” Tam said. “Our ride out is a Gaki Swiftship. APAC stashed one three klicks 

east. We’re supposed to rendezvous on the coast in forty minutes.” 

“Right now, I’ll settle for anywhere but here,” I said. 

“Roger that,” Tam replied. “No matter where we end up, I’m sure Asian Pacific will come for us. For 

him,” he motioned to the boy. Tam accessed our squad command net. “I’m marking Rally Point Three on 

everyone’s H.U.D. Triplets are close enough to secure it.” 

I called up the mini map on my visor display and found a yellow square winking near a corner of the 

east wall. A thin blue line marked the shortest route there. I nodded at Tam and moved into point position. 

We’d made it three steps before a Cerberus ‘bot heaved around the corner, its hunchback form filling the 

walkway. The sensor stalks on its wedge-shaped head spun, the lenses extending, dilating, in an accusation of 

whirrs and clicks. Then they locked rigid, pointing right at us, and shoulder-mounted halogens snapped on 

with a blinding thunk. 

 

------------------- 

 

 

In the air 

 

Major Eames turned and faced the transport’s rear compartment. Two full combat teams stretched 



away in the seat webbing on both sides of its armored bay, straining like dogs on the leash. Emergency lighting 

bathed everything the color of blood. 

“All right, listen up,” she shouted over the roar of the engines. “Wraith One just got splashed, so this 

situation is now officially Alpha Mike Foxtrot. Problem is there’s an asset down there that’s tier ultra—high as 

it gets. The facility’s already been breached, and rumor is someone’s here to snatch him. We’re not sure they 

have him yet, but he’s the reason we live and breathe. I’ve forwarded his image to your tactical comps. 

Engrave it in your brains.” 

She paused and swept her gaze over every soldier. “I have no idea who he is, but we put a single bruise 

on him, we’re hosed. Secretary MacKinnon himself waved me and spelled it out. Our first order of business is 

to lock the place down fast and find him. If you spot him with hostiles, it’s non-lethal only. I repeat, non-lethal 

only. Understood?” 

“Yes, ma’am,” the answer came back. 

She gave a curt nod. “Time to embrace the suck, gentlemen. We drop in five.” Turning back to the co-

pilot, she snapped. “Where is Base Security?” 

 

------------------------- 

 

On the ground 

 

“You are in violation. Remain where you are. Security personnel will arrive shortly.” 

This blared out of the Cerberus’ chest speaker in a rapid succession of Anglo, Spanish, and Mandarin. I 

guess anyone speaking Arabic or Hindi was pretty well screwed. Not that you couldn’t figure out what six 

gaping barrels of side-mounted rotary chain gun were saying. Or the tangle web sprayer on the steel-fingered 

mauler arm. Weighing half a ton, and three meters tall, Cerberus security robots were as subtle as a brick 

through your living room window. I fingered an EMP on my belt, but between our suits and Poet9, it was a 

dumb idea. We were too close. An electromagnetic pulse could snow-blind our Mitsu suits and fry Poet9’s 

brain box. Not good options. 

“Now would be a really good time for the Triplets, I muttered. Eyestalks swiveled my way. Tam moved 

one step backward. 

“What are you doing?” Poet hissed. 

The Cerberus turned on Poet9 now, reacting to the sound of his voice. The recording cycled again, and 

Tam used the opportunity to take another step. The Cerberus seemed to hesitate. “Playing our only card right 

now,” Tam said. “I deployed with ‘bots in Seoul during Pacification.” His voice came over our helmet radios, 



sounding low and steady. He was still holding Gibson, and the Cerberus weapon mounts were tracking him. 

“Use of non-lethal restraint is authorized. Remain where you are. Security personnel will arrive shortly.” 

“That’s all I wanted to know.” Tam took two more steps then froze. “This’ll have to do. Poet, Jace… get 

ready to run. Jace, limpet an EMP on this heap when I say. I’ll be right behind you.” 

“Are you muy loco?” Poet grew furious nervous, dancing from side to side. “Fuera de su mente?” 

Tam risked another step to one side. “Ready…” The machine shifted after him, extending its servo-arm 

into firing position. The mantra sounded again. 

“Okaaaay,” I said. 

“Steady…” Tam was leaning sideways, toward the wall, keeping Gibson in sight, but back and firmly 

under his arm. Maybe it was because of the boy, but the Cerberus’ programming seemed to have discarded 

Poet9 and me as low priority targets. The robot was following Tam’s every move. My hand drifted down to my 

belt and unclipped the charge. 

“Oh shit…” Poet9 said. 

“Now!” 

Too many moving things at once... 

I snapped the grenade out with one hand and grabbed Poet9 with the other. As the EMP arced through 

the air, I started running, dragging him with me. I was trying to get both of us out of blast radius before it 

popped. But Poet was too astonished to think, let alone move. I saw the grenade stick fast next to the speaker 

grill on the robot’s chest, and Tam, cradling the boy, dove behind a stack of crates. The robot’s sensors 

blinked, and it lumbered after them. 

As I turned away, the tangle web launcher belched wetly. I managed a few more steps, pulling Poet9 

along, before the EMP went off. There was a loud crackling sound, and a sharp blue flash scrambled my 

display. Poet9 cried out, staggered and fell. I went down with him, skidding on the duracrete. 

I lay there for several seconds too long, dazed, expecting a piston leg to stomp my spine into the 

pavement. Finally, I shook my head to clear it and looked around. Poet9 lay next to me, tangled and unmoving. 

His visor was up and there was blood seeping out of his ear. A cold feeling dropped into my stomach. 

“Jace.” Tam’s voice. 

I gritted my teeth and rolled over. Back down the alley, Tam appeared with Gibson under one arm. 

There were masses of stringy adhesive clotted all over the crates, draped like green-glow vomit. The Cerberus 

was motionless at the end of the alley; a sizzle of little sparks witching across its slumped chassis. 

Right then, its handler peered around the corner of the building looking for his robot. He saw us 

instead, and his rifle came up to the ready. Tam fired his Tavor 24 twice. The guard dropped. Gibson yelped, 

clutching his ears at the sharp sound. Poor kid looked on the verge of losing it. 



Tam pointed at Poet9. “Grab him. We need to move.” 

I didn’t look. I didn’t think. I reached out and slung Poet9 over my shoulders. He wasn’t moving. 

I need to check him. I need to check Devante. Why do bodies always feel lighter, like a sack of sticks? 

Even in armor. 

My emotions threatened to hemorrhage, but I clamped down hard. We didn’t have time for that. I 

chinned the displays in my helmet and took off after Tam. The visuals flickered back, skittish and blurred. My 

meters climbed sluggishly, critical reds edging into orange before they stopped. 

My trouble had dropped in after all, quick and brutal. 

As we jogged across the broken ground, I heard breathing in my headset. Tam was angry, coiled tight. 

Good training locked everything down, brought it to a single white-hot point. Stay focused, stay alive. 

“Rally point Three,” Tam spoke. 

“Acknowledged. Securing Rally Point Three.” Cottontail answered. 

 

----------------- 

 

 

In the air 

 

“Major,” the co-pilot called out.”Base Security is all bunched up at the north gate.” 

“What are they doing there?” Major Eames said. “They corner the intruders?” 

“Scans are up, but no signs yet.” 

“Take us there.” she ordered. 

Suddenly the co-pilot called out. “Wait... I’ve got a thermal. A single target. It’s small, heading toward 

the east wall. Christ, I’ve got signal bounce too. I’m reading multiple stealth shimmers in the same vicinity 

moving fast. Looks like they’re running, ma’am.” 

“Forget the north gate. Bring us around. Go, Go, Go!” Major Eames yelled back into the troop 

compartment. “We got ‘em. Get ready.” 

The pilot yanked the flying yoke and the big transport banked hard. Jessa Eames’ thin features went 

taut as the view outside the windscreen pitched sideways. She set her jaw, leaned into it, and held on. 

 

-------------------- 

 

On the ground 



 

The Triplets met us at the eastern perimeter wall. Tam handed Gibson off to Mopsy. The kid was visibly 

shaking now, but he didn’t utter a sound. He simply watched, those bright eyes absorbing everything. He 

stared at me and Poet9 for what seemed like a long time before Mopsy wrapped his arms around his small 

figure and huddled over him. Tam set det-cord on a vertical seam in the concrete wall. Some desultory fire 

strayed our way, but it slunk back, chased away by Flopsy and Cottontail’s replies. Tam stuck the last charge in 

place and set the timer. 

“Ninety seconds.” 

He ran back and knelt beside me. He stole a glance at Poet9’s form draped on my shoulders, and I 

heard breathing again. I gripped Devante tighter and counted the seconds down in my head, trying to beat off 

the fear that stalked me like a jackal. At fifty-seven seconds, the deafening shriek of turbines swelled around 

us. An assault transport, a large C-class Wraith, flanked by two black gunships, plunged down at us. 

Tam stood and pointed. “Drop them.” 

 

----------------- 

 

In the air 

 

“I got them, Major,” the co-pilot exulted. “Ninety meters dead ahead. Looks like six probable suits and 

one civilian. They’re stationary... shit! I’ve got missile locks.” He slammed a series of buttons on his instrument 

panel. “Hostile launch! Hostile launch!” he screamed at the pilot. “Two trails. Evasive. Evasive!” 

Major Eames was thrown back into the troop compartment as the world wrenched under her feet. 

Alarms erupted, shrill and frenzied, a counterpoint to the howling engines as the blocky transport thrashed, 

trying to sidestep the two rockets. The Fury gunships panicked, jinking up and away, popping bright clouds of 

flares and chaff. One of the rockets hesitated then looped into a sizzling cluster of flash and foil. The second 

doggedly followed the transport in its turn and burrowed in the starboard turbine. Jessa Eames heard a bang 

then a snap. The sound of pieces shredding away. 

“We’re hit! We’re hit! Wraith Two is hit! We’re going down!” 

The transport slewed and started spinning. The major slid across the steel decking, everything blurring 

faster and faster around her until the transport slammed flat into the ground. Pain and darkness spiked into 

her and everything stopped. Overhead, the two gunships flitted back and forth like startled ravens. 

 

------------------ 



 

On the ground 

 

Flopsy and Cottontail rose to their feet, and a split second later two Balor rockets hissed up threads of 

fire. The aerial formation jumped apart. One rocket spiraled into a cluster of tinsel and heat, the other 

augured in and blew apart one of the Wraith’s engines. The massive profile hung in the air, then gyrated off-

center, spinning, spiraling downward until it hammered flat on the ground. Our charges blew at the same time 

and the ground shook like a wet dog. 

We were up and moving before the rubble settled. Behind us, the gunships swarmed, confused and 

spiteful over the fallen carrier. We ran until we couldn’t hear their furious buzzing anymore. 

  



 

SEVEN 

 

CRISIS AND COOPERATION 

Three kilometers east of the E.C.I Facility, Toulouse, France. 4:47 a.m. 

 

t was an advanced model sneakship: a Mk. 5 “Gaki”, all low and sharp, and sexy. With its sinuous trademark 

twist of dull black carbon composites that enfolded two turbofan engines, the stealth jet was nestled in the 

clearing, sucking light and sound out of the air like a sliver of black hole. Kawasaki Aerospace had designed the 

first ones for covert incursions over the deeply paranoid People’s Republic mainland. They were incredibly 

fast, nearly invisible to airspace defense grids, and best of all, capable of transporting commando teams. 

During the Taiwan Crisis in ‘35/36, the Taipei government used them to fend off advances from their cousins 

in the “Glorious Worker’s Paradise”. They worked quite well, until Gakis emblemed with little Red Stars and 

packed with North Korean mercenaries started showing up in their own night skies. It seemed someone in 

Tokyo saw the opportunity to make even more money. In fact, the first time I saw Tam, I was deployed with 

the 3rd North American Peacekeeping Unit, and he’d been dragging himself out of a downed PRC Mk.2 on a 

beach in Changhua. 

Tam walked right up to this one and punched in an entry code on the lock pad. The hatch popped 

open, and the seven of us climbed in. Squeezing down the aisle, I laid Poet9 out on a back bench, and after I 

got his helmet and torso armor off, started searching for the first aid locker. There wasn’t one. 

I did find an old autodoc jammed in the back of one of the overheads. Setting it on the floor of the 

cabin, I dusted it off and flipped its dented top open. It was practically antique, but it powered up, and I 

started sticking sensors on his chest and head. Most of the leads were worn and bent, and several of the wires 

pulled right out of the side. I swore as the small screens blipped to life, willing them to read positive. 

Tam was over my shoulder. “Is he…?” 

“Breathing? Barely. Heart’s weak. Cortical waves are barely rolling. Crap equipment like this, I can’t tell 

what’s going on. We need to get him to Doc.” 

Tam pursed his lips. “No time. We have to make delivery. APAC will get real nervous if we don’t show. 

And I bet Dawson-Hull is going into full-blown panic mode, especially after the mess we left. They’ll want the 

boy back something fierce.” 

I 



“This is Poet9, Tam, not some meat shield we hired off the street. He could die,” I said. 

“I know who it is, Jace. But if APAC thinks we skipped out, they’ll take all of us down. He’s going to have 

to hold on. Make him comfortable and do what you—” 

“Look at the read-outs!” my voice rose. “Look at this!” I held up one of the frayed cable ends. Gibson 

and the Triplets turned to stare. “This gear isn’t even mil-spec. It’s a refugee handout from India or the Pak 

five years ago. His gear might be fused, Tam. This is way over my head. Screw APAC, we need Doc Kalahani. 

Right now.” I glanced furiously around the Gakis’s sleek, lean cabin. “A four-hundred-million flier with no 

medical station: real asset prioritizing there. Miserable bastards.” 

Tam looked at Gibson then at Poet9’s thin, brown features. They were drawn, waxy, and his breathing 

was broken and shallow. “All right, I’m listening. You got anything that resembles a plan?” he asked quietly. 

“I can stabilize him, but we need to go to ground fast. Somewhere safe and close by; the Gaki doesn’t 

have the legs to get us back to Belfast. Once we’re under wraps, we call Doc and have him come to us. We can 

reschedule with the Japanese in the new location,” I said. 

“So where’s close and safe?” 

“Barcelona’s the only place I can think of right now.” 

“Fuck,” Tam sighed. 

“What?” 

“I don’t want to deal with that on top of everything else.” 

“With what?” 

“You know… religion.” 

“Jesus, Tam. They’re not that bad, and you know it. It’s close, and it’s safe. We can trust Al and Carmen 

totally. You know that too.” 

It was several seconds before Tam responded. “Yeah, I do know that. Not like there’s much of a choice 

either.” 

“Right,” I said. 

Tam looked at his watch. “OK. How fast can you weasel around the autopilot?” 

“I can have us wheels up inside two minutes.” 

“OK, do it.” Tam frowned. “We’ve been sitting here too long.” I started up the narrow aisle. 

“Jace…” he called out. I stopped and looked over my shoulder. “I’m going to bounce a message to 

APAC. I’ll send it through Jaithirth back in Belfast.” 

“Hiding usually works better when people don’t know where you are,” I said. 

He gave me a shrug. “I have to keep them in the loop. I won’t mention Al and Carmen. Barcelona 

Metro Zone is big enough to hide in for a few days. I have to assure our employers all we’re doing is changing 



the delivery time.” 

I didn’t answer, just raised my hands and hurried toward the cockpit. At least I’d get to rip something 

apart, even if it was only the flight panel. Gibson’s gaze followed me. 

“I’m sorry about your friend,” he said. 

I halted mid-stride, something smart and tough on the tip of my tongue. I turned back and looked 

straight into those startling green eyes. 

“Yeah. Me too,” I said. 

 

---------------- 

 

E.C.I. Facility. Toulouse, France. 5:38 a.m. 

 

“Tell them to quit dicking around at the north gate, now, or I’ll shoot every goddamn last one of 

them!” Major Eames shouted into the radio. 

She grabbed the steep flank of the armored vehicle to steady herself. The sounds around her made her 

head pound more, and the world wouldn’t stop wobbling. The left side of her face had ballooned up brown 

and purple from where she’d slammed onto the flight deck, and her lip was split. She was spitting blood every 

minute just to talk intelligibly. 

She turned to the radio handset clenched in her other fist. “I said, where’s my satellite cover? I need D-

H Aerospace to skywatch everything inside two hundred klicks, even if it’s goddamn seagulls. Ground civilian 

flights if you have to. We’re cordoning off the facility now, but I’m telling you, that transponder echo was 

them. Get it done and patch Aerospace through to me.” 

When they found her in the wrecked transport, medics had insisted she remain stationary until they 

could check her out, but she’d pushed them away, climbed off the stretcher, vomited, and staggered off to 

find the base commander. It didn’t matter that she felt like she’d been run over by a truck. “I don’t have time 

for pain right now,” she’d told them. 

“I don’t care,” she shouted again. “My status? You tell Madrid the Dawson-Hull Conglomerate just 

invoked the Crisis and Cooperation Act. The Special Deployment Division is starting an investigation, and that 

means I’ll be apprising them of their status until further notice.” She paused and listened for a second, then 

growled. “My name is Major Eames of the D-H Corporate Security Services, and I’m in charge of this task force. 

And right now, you need to shut up and give me what I need.” 

She swallowed two pain-tabs, and spit out more blood. A SD lieutenant passed by. “Have Fury One and 

Two refuel and stay on station for a possible intercept. And find me some ground transport!” She looked back 



at the handset. “Why am I still talking with you? Get me my satellite cover. Now!” She slammed the unit back 

into the cradle and looked back at the lab building. 

The glimmer of dawn was starting in the east, drawing pale, drained colors into the scene before her. 

The flames from the transports had been doused, and poison trees of brown smoke blossomed up into the air. 

Bodies were stretched out in front of her, a parade row of glossy rubber lumps on the black tarmac, their 

white identity tags troubled by the limp morning wind. 

The facility had been breached, its security force neutralized, an Ultra level asset snatched, two assault 

carriers downed, and half her men had been killed. 

She gritted her teeth against another wave of throbbing and rage. Whoever had done this just made 

first place on her shit list. It would be better if they shot themselves right now. 

 

------------------------- 

 

Over New European Union Airspace, 5:49 a.m. 

 

Avery Hsiang leaned forward in his chair. “What do you mean, vanished?” 

The voice of his secretary, Peter Kanang, came through the small speaker. “We tracked the jet’s 

transponder as far as the Pyrenees, Mr. Hsiang, but lost it right before the mountains. They never showed up 

at the coast. It seems the autopilot malfunctioned, or they found a way to override it.” 

A sharp jolt of pain shot up Avery’s neck into his clenched jaw. “Do you have any idea where they were 

headed?” 

“Last heading indicated a south-east track. We received a message from their agent in Ireland that 

they’re heading to the Barcelona Metropolitan Zone, sir. Do you want me to mobilize security services in 

pursuit?” 

“No,” Avery hissed. “Why would I want to advertise a covert operation by storming into Spain? How is 

it Colonel Otsu failed to plan for the very real prospect of treachery?” 

“Sir, the colonel had no way of—” 

“You are not salaried to make excuses, Mr. Kanang. I expect results for my money. And one minute ago 

you informed me a significant expenditure had vanished.” 

Avery let his words impact on the other end of the line before continuing. “I am gravely disappointed in 

Colonel Otsu’s performance. Inform him he is to stand by until I have further instructions. Do you think you 

can carry out that task?” he asked. 

“Yes, sir, Mr. Hsiang.” 



“Good. I expect this mercenary team’s personnel files to be on my desk when I walk into my office. 

Everything we have on them.” 

Avery cut off the secure line without another word and stared out the Lear’s view port. The shuttle was 

soaring through lowspace, and at this height, the bright crescent of the rising sun creased the blue black of the 

horizon, its brightness expanding over the curved earth. It was magnificent, but all Avery could see was his 

plan unraveling. 

His mind was churned. The Director’s Assembly convened six days from now. This one item would 

unlock his ascent to the height of the Consortium’s leadership. If he brought functioning nanotechnology to 

the table as a fait accompli, a seat on the Board was virtually guaranteed. Director Hsiang. That thought sent a 

warm rush through him. He must possess the prototype. 

Six days. He still had time, but how to acquire it quickly and quietly, in Barcelona no less? He could 

order Colonel Otsu and his unit to Asian Pacific’s Trade Legation at the Port Complex, passing them off as a 

security upgrade. But they were too conspicuous to go searching in the city, and apparently incompetent. No, 

Avery Hsiang needed guarantees, loyal agents who would execute his orders ruthlessly, without question, and 

above all, blend in. He stared out the window and cast his mind over the skein of events. Suddenly another 

strand fell into place. Avery jabbed at the armrest button again. 

“Kanang, get me the Chishima Lab authorization codes.” 

 

------------------- 

 

Dawson-Hull Estates. London, England. New European Union. 6:00 a.m. 

 

Jackson MacKinnon watched the sun creep into the new day. In the gaining light, there were many 

options, opportunities, moves, and countermoves. His mind fastened on one in particular, and with a start, he 

turned around. Moving deliberately to the head of the huge conference table, he touched a recessed button 

underneath. 

“Yvette,” he said into the air. 

“Yes, Mr. MacKinnon? The computer’s voice filled the room, full and proper British, with a hint of 

sensuality. “What can I do for you?” 

“Secure the room. Code blue three five five. Engage SCIF protocol.” 

“Yes, Mr. MacKinnon.” 

Instantly, the large glass windows hazed opaque white, and a low ambient hum filled the edge of 

Jackson’s awareness as the Sensitive Compartmentalized Information Facility measures took effect. He waited 



another moment. “Open a secure sat-link with channel 00597. Maximum encryption. Audio only.” 

“Right away, Mr. MacKinnon. Sat-link engaging... Online.” 

After a small static whine and hiss, another voice filled the air. Clipped and British as well, but it was 

very human. 

“Brenton, here. Jackson, I take it you met with Asian Pacific?” 

“Hsiang left over an hour ago, smarmy little toad. Practically seethes with ambition. APAC denies 

complicity in the break-ins. But you knew that, yes?” 

“Yes. It’s his ambition we’re counting on, you know,” Brenton said. 

“I know.” MacKinnon paused.”Was the prototype stolen?” 

“Initial reports indicate the boy is missing,” Brenton answered. “The Toulouse base was certainly 

breached. The two Rapid Response units you sent were neutralized as well. Both their transports shot down 

with one platoon wiped out completely. Most of the casualties occurred when the infiltrators fought their way 

out. No one knew they were there until then. Whoever APAC hired did extremely well. No losses on their 

account that we could determine. Very thorough, very professional.” 

“And the major? Is she—?” Jackson asked. 

“Eames is alive. Frothing mad, of course, out for blood.” 

“Good. Any leads?” 

“Seems the local air defense net picked up signals from of an unidentified transponder at one point, a 

small craft heading south toward the Pyrenees. A possible flight path into the Barcelona Metro Zone. Your 

dear major jumped on that, invoked the C and C with Madrid. She intends to go jack-booting in there, loaded 

for bear. She’ll have the whole of the BMZ flex-cuffed and up against the wall if she gets her way.” 

“That’s why we pay her, Brenton. She’s the best man we’ve got. One platoon wiped out, you say? Who 

performed the infiltration? 

“Yes, an entire platoon. And a third of the security force. We’re still working on the mercenaries’ 

identification. Not much to go on, I’m afraid. Just footprints and a few drops of blood. I’m not concerned 

about that, however…” Brenton’s voice hesitated, “... final trials were underway. The boy made absolutely 

remarkable progress, better than anything else thus far, but it was obvious the technology hadn’t developed 

into its final phase. From the earlier versions, things cascade rather quickly once the critical point is reached.” 

“You’re saying things were delicate, I understand,” Jackson replied. “But you were going easy on him, 

said you wouldn’t risk triggering an advanced state prior to the window of opportunity. All the reports 

indicated the nanites were stable. Advanced stage activity was dormant.” 

“He wasn’t ready, Jackson… We’ve spent over nine months preparing him for the next phase. For the 

boy to be taken now, it could ruin—” Brenton caught himself. 



“No matter. The thing’s in motion. There’s a new variable introduced, that’s all,” Jackson said firmly. 

“Barcelona, you say?” 

“Yes, as best we can tell. Eames is sure. ‘Gut feeling’ and all that. Intel division says it’s credible.” 

“I want to contact Hester and bring him in on this jumble. I’ll brief him personally. It’s a rather… diverse 

target package this time.” 

“Hester… really? Why bring him to the surface? What about Buenos Aires? Terrible mess, that was.” 

“Not his fault really. It was self-defense.” Jackson sniffed. 

“I know he’s your agent, Jackson, but eliminating two cartel families seems a bit of a stretch for 

preservation instinct.” 

“Good thing we were present to take advantage of the market shift afterwards, I say. Regardless, this is 

the single most critical venture we’ve undertaken in a decade. It could sway affairs completely in our favor. 

We can’t risk failure, Brenton. The Board is well aware of the gravity of the situation. Hester is a necessity.” 

“Very well, Hester it is. I’ll have the lads in the dark room locate him and drop him off in Barcelona on 

the double. He’ll be in touch, no doubt.” 

“No doubt.” 

“Keep me apprised,” Brenton said. 

“Of course. MacKinnon out.” 

  



 

EIGHT 

 

STOLEN 

 

Gibson: It’s all my fault. I jacked in without permission, and now I’m in trouble. Dr. Evans told me to pay 

attention, told me not to go alone, but I did. The jet is moving, we’re lifting, the engine roars so loud it’s 

making my headache worse. I’m not supposed to leave. 

I’m scared. There was noise and fire and running. One of the big men carried me, and now I can barely 

breathe, cramped inside their black jet with them. The men are scared too, angry and arguing. Something 

went wrong, and one of their friends is hurt. They’re mad and scared for him, and for themselves I think, 

because they can’t do anything about it. His head is almost in my lap, the one from the Grid, and they’re 

scared he might die. 

Two of them went up front and the three big pale men are here with me, dressed in armor suits black 

like the jet. They don’t speak, just hold their guns and watch me. I’m so cold my hands won’t stop shaking. Dr. 

Evans isn’t here, but I’m not going to cry. Breathe, he’d say. Focus. Focus. I’m trying, but the tears make 

everything blurry. One of the three, the one that carried me, sees me gulping for air. He sets down his rifle, 

takes my hand and holds it. The other two move near, their bodies closing in around me. Their breathing is 

warm and the jet is loud, and I am moving fast to somewhere I don’t know. 

I’ve been stolen. 

  



 

NINE 

 

LOOSE ENDS 

Asian Pacific Consortium N. EU Division Regional Offices, Amsterdam, Netherlands Zone. 8:05 p.m. 

 

very Hsiang’s office was large, befitting his position. Nothing ostentatious, it was a calculated 

understatement of satin black and brushed steel that emitted a sense of power like radiation at a Siberian 

nuclear site. The stark minimalism of a single desk under high vaulted ceilings, back-dropped on three sides by 

panoramic windows, was all calculated to emphasize executive transcendence by blunt subliminal. Beyond the 

tall armor glass, the city dropped away, pulsing veins of light and motion entwined among smaller black 

towers. The restless tracery of arrhythmic urban glare below him, it was a precipice of dizzying authority, but 

Avery Hsiang was bent forward under the desk lamp. He never looked out the windows anymore. 

The hardcopy report compiled by his secretary lay stacked in two neat piles in front of him. He rubbed 

his eyes and continued reading. 

...while these agencies act as intermediaries for any number of subcontract outfits, both legitimate and 

covert, Asian Pacific Consortium’s security department has determined that Eshu Export, [Belfast Metro Zone, 

Ireland sector, principles: Jaithirth Rao and Matthew Dengler—see Appendix 1A] are the exclusive handlers for 

two elite level clandestine operation teams: Black Friar and Eshu International. It should be noted that Eshu 

International has been engaged on numerous prior occasions with a high degree of success and profitability. 

Due to the very nature of our dealings, much of the information following is partial and speculative. However, 

several known Black Friar operators were injured in a recent mission in the Singapore Maritime Zone, making it 

likely Eshu International is the team currently engaged in this extraction operation. Knowledge of team 

members is sketchy, and to be considered unreliable and out of date. [BF & EI Personnel Profiles attached—

Appendix 1B &1C] 

He yanked out the attached profiles and grunted, thumbing through them quickly. As he suspected; 

typical outcasts, zone trash. All military and corporate failures. 

Tam Song: North Korean. Raised in State military orphanage. Drafted into NK ground forces for the 

Unification War ‘38; served 18 months with distinguished service citation during Pacification and Withdrawal 

phase. Selected for NK Special Response Unit. Advanced training in urban combat, surveillance, and 

A 



demolitions. Combat citations in Malaysian Counter Insurgency, Thai, Cambodian & Indo-Pakistan theaters. 

Suspected Military Assistance Advisor Group in Philippine Revolution. Battlefield promotion to captain. Last 

known action during Taiwan Crisis, D day +1. Missing, presumed dead. 

Jace Manner: North American Union, Canadian Sector. Volunteer, Canadian Armed Forces. Two tours in 

Canadian Ranger regiment. Expert arctic and survival training. Recruited for the 427 Special Operations 

Aviation Squadron (SOAS) at CFB Petawawa. Two years fixed wing, VTOL, and helo training. Meritorious 

Service medal for Siberian Operation in ‘40. Volunteered Joint American/Canadian Drug Interdiction Task 

Force. Advanced CQB and Surveillance cross training with US Delta force. Stationed to Detroit-Windsor-

Cleveland Metro Zone ‘41-’43. Wounded four times. Deployed with N.A.U. forces to Taiwan Strait ‘45/46. 

Wounded in action. Dishonorable discharge: Gross Insubordination. Court-martial transcript sealed. 

Devante Galeno Perez, alias “Poet9” North American Union, Central American Sector. Mexico City 

Sprawl. Child prodigy in computer systems and programming. Convicted in ‘33 of e-fraud and grand theft. 

Sentence commuted. Employed by BioGen International under 20-year indenture, System Security Division. 

Surgically fitted with advanced model cortical cybernetic interface. Disappeared while on loan to Dawson-Hull 

subsidiary in ‘51. 

Eshu International has been thought to hire from a pool of experienced former military and police 

members as tactical parameters dictate. However, unconfirmed rumors persist of two, possibly three Pretoria 

series combat clones attached to their permanent roster. If verified, this represents both a considerable force 

multiplier and a serious hazard to any potential adversary, not to mention a breach of numerous international 

laws and U.N. Resolutions. Advised to proceed with caution. 

Avery shoved the file aside in disgust. Employing illegal, substandard clone units... Colonel Otsu was a 

fool. These were exactly the sort of degenerates that would renege on a contract. He was surprised they’d 

managed to acquire the device. No question they were offering it to a higher bidder. The mercenaries, the 

sloppy infiltration in Toulouse, Colonel Otsu… loose ends, that’s what they were, and Avery wasn’t about to 

risk unraveling his presentation to the Board the following week. 

Avery Hsiang opened up a secure link to the Chishima Lab. 

 

 

*** 

THE END OF PART ONE 
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